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RE-EVALUATING THE NOTION OF ISRA'ILIYYAT 

Yard. Doç. Dr. İsmail Albayrak* 

İSRAİLİYYAT KAVRAMININ YENİDENDEGERLENDİRİLMESİ 

Bu makale, isra' iliyyat terimi ,hakkında Müslilman ve gayr-i Mastim ilim 

adamlarınm yapmış oldukları inceleme ve görüşleri değerlendirmektedir. 

Araştırma kısaca teknik teri m olarak isra 'iliyyat 'ın ifade ettiği anianılar 

azerinde durmakta, sonrada hz. Peygamber'in hadislerinde ve takip eden 
nesiller arasında isra' iliyyat 'a ait haberlere yaklaşımı irdelemektedir. 

Kur 'anf anlatmızn kısalığı tefsirlerde yerini bulacak olan bu Ulr rivayetlerin 
yayılmasmı kolaylaştırmıştır. Kıssacıların da etkinlikleri göz onüne 
· almdığmda isra' iliyyat haberlerinin hızlı bir şekilde yayılması garip 

karşılanmamalıdır. Bununla beraber tej:~ir ilmi açısmdan gözden kaçarı önemli 
bir sorun vardır ve genellikle A1ilslilman araştırıcıların çok fazla dikkatlerini 
çekmemiştir. Bu makale isra 'iliyyat araştırma/arıyla ilgili bu önemli sorunu 

gündeme getirmeye çalışmaktadır: isra 'iliyyat teknik terim olarak ne zaman 

tefsirlerde yerini aldı? İlk defa hangi müfessirler bu teknik ifadeyi Lefsirlerinde 

eleştirel açıdan kullanmıştır? 

Anahtar Kelimeler: 

I s ra' iliyyaı, 

Qıssa. 

Tafsir 

Bani İsra 'il. 

*** 
This article deals priınarily with the terın isra 'iliyyat. Particular 

attention will be given to the development of this terın among the Musliıns. 
W e will discuss the related reports concerning isra 'iliyyat and analyse in 
detail the Western scholarship regarding it, as well as the activities of 
qussas in the proınotion of the isra 'iliyyat reports. Finally, we concentrate 
on the eınergence of isr a 'iliyyat as a technical terın in the classical 
exegesis. 
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1. Introduction to the Notion of Jsra(iliyyat 

L~ra'iliyyat is the plur~l of the word isra'iliyyatun. The Qur'an 
generally uses the term banu isra' il when it refers to the Jews; it occurs 
forty-three times. 1 In the Hebrew language, according to Nacnaca, the 
meaning o( isra is servant and 'il is God.2 However, this definition seems 
unreliable. The root s'rlı occurs only three times in the Old Testament, all in 
reterence to Jacob's wrestling with the divhıe being, as notedin Genesis 32.:. 
'Your name will no loııger be Jacob, but. Israel, because you struggled 
(s' ari ta) with God and with men and have overcome.' So the ıneaning of 
s'rh, some would argue,is to contend, struggle, and persist. 3 As regards the 
meaning of 'el there i~ a consensus; 'el is a common generic Semitic 
appellative for the deity. It has also beennoted that this term may ret'er to the 
name of the high god in some cultures.4 In a restricted sense, isra 'iliyyat 
applies to the traditions .. and leports that contain eleınents of the legendary 
and religious literature of the Jews, but more inclusively and ınore 

conunonly it also refers to Christian, Zoroastriaıı and other Near Eastern 
elements iııcluding folklore. In other words, every foreign element in · 
exegesis is called isra 'iliyyat.5 Besides this broad definition there are soıne 
more speciflC aspects discussed by Western scholars. Soıne consider 
isra 'iliyyat a subdivision of the generic term qisas al-anbiya (tales of the 
prophets), which cover three dii'ferent categories: legends about the creation, 
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J.egends about the prophets and stories which specitically deal witlı the 
Children of Israel and their rulers from the death of Moses to their entry into 
the promised land.6 On the other hand, other scholars take isra 'iliyyat to be 
the generic term and consider qisas al-anbiya as one of its subdivisions. 
There are also tlıose scholars, such as R. G. Khoury, who try to soften this 
distinction by suggesting some reports may belong to both isra 'iliyyat and 
qisas al-anbiya proper.7 lt seems that this compromise is more plausible 
than a clear-cut division of the subject matter according to geııres. The 
specific usage of the term isra 'iliyyat to denote these different elements is, 
however, due to the Arabic rule oftlıaghlib, which preseribes that the term 
is appropriate when material obtained from · Jewish söurces greatly 
predonıinates. 8 

Having given the gerieı~al detinition of the term it is important to note 
that several questions arise con'ce(ning the notion of isra 'iliyyat. Among the 
main questions are: when and how did they eınerge, who brought theın into 
the corpus of exegetical literature, why -~ there a need to make reference to 
those materials and are there any objec~ to them; if so, when and by 
whom were they raised? 

First of all, it is worth mentioning that the Qur' an contains . many 
narrative passages concerning the prophets and sages, but these are usually 
in an allusive style and trequently mention an event once only ·or refer 
brietly to a person who does not appear again. These passages are not 
intended as biography, history or entertaimnent.9 A:s Shahhata has stated, 
the objective of Qur' aııic narrative is guidance and warning rather than 
story-telling in detail. 10 Although this style may presuppose that the hearer 
already has some knowledge of the story or is at least farnillar with the broad 
topics being discussed, the transmitters of these tales aimed at widening the 
scope of the stories to incinde details that their listeners mig~t wish to know 
such as the colour of the dog of the people of the cave, the length of Moses' 
staff, and so on. In addition, from the sociological point of view, as Ibn 
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Khaldun has pointed out, the illiteracy of the niasses and the way of life in 
the desert forced people to retlect on the secrets of the universe, the creation 
and so forth. 11 Consequently, this interest in details has contributed greatly to 
the growth of exegesis. 12 It should also be noted that some Western scholars 
have sought the origin of tafs ir (exegesis) in the rendition ofthese stories. 13 

Although it is diffıcult to accept this view, it can be said that the existence of 
these tales allows exegesis to penetrate a vast literary corpus . 

. 2. Discussion of lsra' iliyyat Reports 

There are various. traditions regarding is ra' iliyyat reports. Muslim 
scholars have expressed a variety of opinions about the implications of these 
traditions. The main discussion centres on whether or not it is permissible for 
a Muslim to read the People of the Book' s religious texts and whether or not 
it is perınissible for Muslims t\'l transmit from th.em. Some of the traditions 
forbid questioning. Others, however, adopt a more moderate approach, 
according to which the questioning of Jews and Christians seems to be 
permitted. Before going further we need to note some of these traditions. 

3. The A voidance of Information from Jewish and Christian 
Sources 

According to the report narrated on the authority of Abu Hurayra, the 
People of the Book read·the Torah in Hebrew and explained it in Arabic. On 
this matter the prophet said 'Do not con:tirm the People of the Book, and do 
not accuse theın of falsehood,' but say that 'we believe in God and what He 
has revealed to us.' 14 

Similarly, Ibn Mascud reports a canımand of the prophet 'Do not ask 
the People of the Book because they· will not guide you having already led 
themselves astray.' He also counselled the companions, saying 'If the People 
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of the Book teli you something do not either accept it as true or n~ject it as 
false for they may teli you something which is false but you may accept it is 
true.' 15 As W. M. Watt has stated, these reports suggest that Muslims are 
told to adopt a non-coınmittal attitude to what they hear .16 

A third report, narrated on the authority of Jabir, states that cumar 
wrote some part of the Toı·ah in Arabic and brought it to the prophet. When 
he started reading what he wrote, the face of the prophet changed. Then one 
of the Madinians told cumar: 'Shame on you O cumar! Look at the face of 
the messenger of God.' The Prophet said 'Do not ask the People of the Book 
about anything, because they will not show you the right path, having 
already led themselves astray. Otherwise you accuse the truth of falsehood 
and coni1rm the wrong; I swear that even if Moses was alive among you 
nothing would be opened to him but to follow me.' 17 This report shows an 
extreınely strict attitude towards any knowledge deriving from the People of 
the Book. Muslims are explicitly discouraged from questioning them. But 
the following report, narrated by Ibn c Abbas, is ınore critica! of the People 
of the Book than any other: 

Ibn cAbbas warned the coınmunity of Muhanunad, 'O conununity of 
Musliıns! Why do you ask the People of the Book about anything while you 
have the ünal and undistorted Book, which is revealed to the prophet of 
God?' He added 'Did God not infarın you in His Book that the People of the 
Book have altered their book with their hands?' He recited 2:79: 'Then woe 
to those who write the book with their own hands and then say this is from 
God so that they may takefor it a smail p_tice.' He continued, 'Does God not 
forbid you the knowledge that comes to you from questioning the People of 
the Book about what He has sent to you? By God we never sa w any of them 
asking you ab out what God revealed to you.' 18 On the one hand, it is shown 
that the People of the Book altered their own books, deliberately corrupted 
the scriptures, on the other hand, as Watt has pointed out, it is iınplied that 
all the sound knowledge of religious matters necessary for Musliıns can be 
gained from the Qur' an. 19 
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There are two more anecdotes which indicate that strong prohibitions 
have been placed on Muslims regarding isra 'iliyyat. In the t:irst anecdote 
"Umar is alleged to have voiced his objections to Kacb al-Ahbar: 'Refrain 
from transmilling from your ancestor, otherwise I will send you back to the 
land of monkeys, 'ard al-gitiradalı (Yaman).' 20 

The second anecdote is noted by al-Muttaqi al-Hindi: 'A ınan came to 
cumar and informed him about a wonderful book which he had found in 
Mada'in aft:er Musliıns had conquered the city. cumar asked, 'ls it from the 
Book of God, the Qur' an?' 'No' said the man. cu mar began to beat him with 
his whip, reciting the Hrst four verses from surah Yusuf.21 

. Muslim scholars have discussed this topic broadly. Not only Muslim 
scholars forbid transmission. fi·om the scriptures of the Peoples of the Book 
but they also for b id the study "of these scriptures. Kattani mentions that the 

' . 

scholais agreed that it is unlawful to read, investigate and deal with the 
books of the People of the Book. 22 The only purpose that would justify the 
reading of their · book would be to answer the Jews. 23 It is also worth noting 
that Muslim scholars have written individuaı· books about the status of the 
transmission of isra 'iliyyat. Haji Khalifa mentions Sakhawi 's al-asl al
asil fi tahrirn al-naql min al-tawrat wa al-injil. 24 Although Sakhawi 's 
book may be considered a Iate contribution it might stili reHect quite 
accurately the prevailing attitude held by earlier authorities. 

4. The Granting of Permission to Muslims to Ask the People of the 
Bo ok 

. 
Although Muslims are apparently forbidden to study and copy Jewish 

or Christian scriptuı·e or to learn their religious practices, there are reports 
which suggest the contrary. One of the most signiticant in paving the way 
for isra'iliyyat is narrated by cAbd Allah Ibn cAınr b. al-cAs: 'There is no 
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objection to transmitting from the Children of Israel, but when you transmit 
from me, do not li e about me.' 25 

There are numerous debates about the validity of this tradition. 
Alqami, according to Kister's information, considers this report to be an 
. utterance abrogating an earlier prohibition. Furthermore, Kister records two 
views of Mucafa about the meaning of this report. According to the tirst 
opinion, la haraja is a predicate and it means there is nothing objectionable 
in telling these stories. The other, view cansicters this phrase as denoting a 
prohibition. In other words, it js equivalent to la tahruju (do not commit sin 
by telling stories when you know · they are ·lies).26 There are other 
interpretations of this report. For example, in the beginning Muslims 
considered the prophetic expressian haddiılı u to be a commandment. 
Consequently they began narrating stories i'rom the Children of Israel. The 
prophet then has made it clear that 'there is no objection to not transınitting 
from the Children of lsrael', la haraja fi tark al-tahditlı c anhum?1 

However, according to the second interpretation there is no opposition to the 
transmission from the People of the Book,. as long as they do not contradict 
the Qur' an and tradition. A third comment, made by c Ayni, suggests that the 
prohibition of questioning the People of the Book is applicable to those 
people who had not embraced Islam. 28 The last opinion, which is not very 
plausible, is that the term bani isra 'il refers only to the story of Jacob and 
his sons.29 Despite the variety of interpretations of this report the apparent 
meaning is that transmission is lawful. However, the existence of different 
reports and interpretations have encoura~ed Western scholars to conclude 
that there was a controversy among the early Muslims about the transınission 
of Jewish Iore,30 but that these contradictory reports indicate the attitude of 
the transmitter(s) rather than the prophet's own view.31 Muslim scholars, oıi 
the other hand, explain that after Islam had been established the transmission 
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of is ra' iliyyat could no langer do any harın.32 As a result of . this 
interpretation ınany is ra' iliyyat found a place in classical exegesis. 

Besides this report there are üve individual anecdotes (reports) which 
show that same of the earlier personalities dealt with the Torah and the 
Gospels in the ·same ınanner. 

· i. It is narrated that the convert c Abd Allah Ibn Sal am said that the 
prophet had suggested to him that he should read the Qur' an one night and 
the Torah the fallawing night. Dhahabi considers this report, if it is true, as 
indicating permission to reflect on the Toı·ah, whereas Suyuti is doubtful: 
'One of the transmitters öf this report is very weak. ' 33 

ü. Ka cb al-Ahbar stated, 'I have not seen anybody who is ınore faıniliar 
with the Torah than Abu Hurayra among the people who could not read the 
Torah.34 . · / 

111. Qasiıni, in his long comment on isra 'iliyyat, ınentions Ibn 
Kathir's explanation of the position of Ibn c Abbas regarding isra 'iliyyat: 
'Ibn c Abbas learnt the knowledge of isra 'iliyyat. ' 35 

iv. It is narrated that Ibn cuınar found two pieces of the Torah and used 
them.36 . 

v. This last anecdote is ınentioned by Ibn Hishaın: al-Aws and al
Khazraj were more knowledgeable about the prophet than the :ıvıeccans 

because they used to llsten to Jewish rabbis. 37 This anecdote also supports 
the view. ·that isr a 'iliyyat began with the ınigration, hij ra. 38 Interestingly, 
when the Meccan pagans were challenged by the new religion they sent 
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Nadr lbn al-Harith and cUqba Ibn al-Mucayt to consult the Jewish rabbis in 
Madina.39 

These reports suggest that there was a close telatioıı between the Arabs 
and the People of the Book at an em·ly stage of Islam. However, there is no 
cansensus among Muslim scholars about the engagement in isra 'iliyyat 
during the time of the companions. Some hold the view that isra 'iliyyat 
began during the coınpanions' time,40 while others maintain that there were 
no isra 'iliyyat during the time of the coınpaıiions of the prophet.41 The 
second view is due, to some e~tent, to theological commitment rather than 
factual analysis of the narrated reports: Non-Muslim scholars, however, hold 
generally the view that, throughmit the Hrst and the beginning of the second 
Islaniic centuries, Musliıns were encouraged to learn about the Biblical and 
extra-Biblical pre··lslaniic prophets. One important reason for this, according 
to Western scholcu·s, came about from Muslims' having diffıculty in making 
sense of signiHcant portions or the Qur' an. 42 The second reason li es in the 
activities of the new converts Lo lslanı. When they accepted lslaıu they 
brought with them their old religious tradition and legends. 

According to Goldfeld and Newby, their contribution was not liniited to 
the expanding of the Qur' aıiic stories but also included the development of 
the techıiiques of interprctation of the Qur'an.43 Perhaps surprisingly, it is 
mentioneel that they were consulted by Muslims about disagreements on the 
reading of the Qur'an.44 Be that as it may, many materials which are found in 
exegesis, the history of the prophets, and tradition, iunction as narrative 
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exegesis of the Qur' an. 45 The key personalities who were frequently asked to 
comment on the verses which deal with Biblical personalities are c Abd Allah 
b. Salam, Ka~ al-Ahbar and Wahb b. Munabbih. They were highly 
regarded by early scholars; for instance, Ka~ was considered the most 
learned of the.People of the Book.46 Moreover, it is said that Wahb had read 
ııinety-two Books revealed by God. 47 They found confirmation of the 
Qur' aııic stories in the Jewish and Christian sources. The majority of their 
explanations are primarily based on Midrash, Rabbiııic exegesis on the 
Peııtateuch or the Apocrypha, and the hagiographic writings of eastern 
Christiaııity, rather than. on the Bible.48 Later, some scholars questioned their 

authority. Before dealiııg :with the serious criticism of isra 'iliyyat it is 
appropriate to discuss anather class of people who had disseminated these 
reports, nanıely qus s as (story-tellers). 

5. Qussas, Story-teliers' 
1 

One· of the important groups of religious people who played a 
sigııificant part in the compilation of isra 'iliyyat are the preachers and story
tellers. In his.Kitab al-Qussas wa al-Mudlıakkirin, lbn Jawzi points out 
that there are three desigııations concerııing this branch of learııing; qasas, 
tadhkir and wacz. Those who engage in these activities are called qass, 
mudhakkir and waciz respectively.49 The qass, according to Abbot, is one 
who fashions tales with · a good moral around Biblical an<I Qur' ani c stories 
and ·ıegends, in which the stories of the prophets loom large, and are 
supplemented by other legends from ancient stories and folklore. 50 He is not 
to be condemned in and of himself, for in relating narratives of the pious 
people of old he points out the lessons to be learned from these stories, 
which give warııing, and admo~sh and rebuke, and contain examples of 
righteousness which should be followed. Ibn Jawzi cites Qur'aııic support 
for the function of the qass: 'W e shall narrate to you the best of the stories', 
12:3.51 Having given a similar defiııition, Abbot states that such story7tellers, 
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both Arab and non-Arabs, appeared on the scene spontaneously and 
informally and were readily accepted by the community.52 As regards the 
other two activities, tadhkir is a teaching about God's benefactions towards 
His creatures, an appeal for thaııkfulness and a warning against opposing 
Him, and wac z denotes the inspiration of listener through fear, by which the 
heart becomes sensitive. 53 

. According to the Muslim account, the development of this profession 
(story-telling) reaches back to the earliest period of Islam. lbn Jawzi says 
that the messenger of God joined with the people while a q as s w as 
narrating stories to them, and also that he listened to c Abd Allah Ib n 
Rawaha narrating stories. However, he adds that these were not common 
occurrences.54 cumar lbn al-Khattab is said by some to have given 
permission to ten stories to the people, either to the pious Tamim al-Dari 
or (according to others) to CUbayd lbn cumayr.55 A dissenting opinion is 
given by lbn cumar: 'Stories were neither narratedin the time of the prophet 
nor during the reign of Abu Bakr or cumar; the practice was not introduced 
after the reign of CUthman (but only at the time of ciVil war, jitna). 56 A 
similar comment is made by lbn °Adiyy on the authority of Nmash: 'The 
tirst person to introduce qasas was Mucawiya, at the time of jitna. '57 It 
should be noted, however, that a severe criticism was made by Ibn Sirin, 
who discredited the very origins of their proiession by assigning them to the 
Kharijites.58 Khalil Athamina believes that the linking of qasas to thejitna 
or khawarij periods was intended to repudiate such story-telling by implying 
that it is negative in nature and not rooted in Islamic tradition. So the.•;e 

" allegations have nothing to do with the" precise date of their emergence. 
Furthermore, Atlıarnina suggests that qasas developed as an essential 
necessity of Islamic society at least one generation before the outbreak of the 
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first civil war in 657 AD.59 According to Abbot, however, Mucawiya is . . 

credited with formalising the position of the qussas and the caliph 0Abd al-
Malik Ibn Marwan is credited with coııt1rıning their of.t1cial positioıı and 
further regulating the activities of the officially appointed qussas in the 
mosque services. 60 

Besides these various opinions, some Westerıı scholars have sought 
their origin in ancient Arabian daily life, while others have tried to find a 
conııection between the lslamic penitential serınon and the corresponding 
Christian sermon. The t1rst view is held by Pedersen, who places great stress 
on the art of the spoken word. There are two practitioners of this art in 
jahiliyya: the poet, sh?:/ir; and the rhetorician, klıatib. The latter, according 
to Pedersen, obtained a position as . the one who continued the prophet' s 
function during the Friday service. Besides this ot11cial preacher, the 
cangregation was addressect byı another pulpit orator, who was not an oft1cial 
of .the mosqueand who exerted considerable intluence on the people during 
the early period.61 Pedersen associates his position with that of the preacher, 
waciz. The second opinion, proposed by C. H. Becker, is not completely 
rejected by Pedersen; however, Becker warns the reader that it must not be 
overlooked that the fundamental idea of qasas can be traced back to the 
Qur'an and thence to ancient Arabic poetry.62 

As regards the activities of these qussas, three functions are 
mentioned: reciting the Qur'an, leading the prayer, and giving a speech after 
prayer.63 The last point ·is quite important. As Abbot has stated, they 
accelerated · the popularisation of the emotion-laden theme of reward and 
punishn1ent in this life and the hereafter, targhib wa tarlıib. Miıch of the 
material on this theme was soon incorporated into the body of tradition and 
Qur' ani c exegesis. 64 To support this point it is worth mentioning the 
suggestion of Birkeland: 'A great deal of taj.dr actually fouııd are 
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performed by qussas and Mutazilite philologists.' 65 Newby considers 
qussas intermediaries between Jewish and Islamic materials, particularly in 
the transmission of isra 'iliyyat.66 It should be remembered that in early 
times the title of qass did not apparently carry the unfavourable emınotation 
which it gained in the course of further development. As lbn Jawzi 's list 
indicates, the qussas of early times were generally reputable judges and 
traditionalists who functioned as preachers thro~gh the medium of the 
story.6? Hasan al-Basri considers story-telling as an ilmovation but adds, 
'how wonderful is that iıınovation!' 68 They were left undisturbed to do their · 
pious work, and ofticial theology gladly tolerated their activities in the 
mosques.69 Furthermore, Goldziher's conınıeııt indicates the degree to which 
they were iııfluential in the community: 'Their leettıres were attended much 
better than those of trained theologians.' 70 Qasimi records Ahmad Ib n 
Hanbal's saying: 'When we narrate the law we are very cautious, but when 
we talk about fa da 'il (virtues) we take it easy (show compliance to it, 
tasahalna); we are especially flexible in teliing of stories.' 71 So it is clear 
that at tlrst the qussas had a good reputation and were very inilueııtial 
among the laymen of early Muslim cities. As Massignon has noted, the 
second century was, specitlcally in Basra, the century of preachers. 72 

However, this did not last long. lbn Jawzi notes a tendeney among 
jurists to look downon the qussas and to avoid their meetings.73 In order to 
satisfy the curiosity of the people story-tellers invented tales about Biblical 
persons. As Goldziher remarks, they left no question unanswered because 
any admission of ignorance would have damaged their reputation among the 
populace. A qass, for example, was ab!e to give thename of the golden 
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calf. 74 Their store of detail also penetrated into more serious exegetical 
works. Though his comment is a Iate one, the mystic Abu Talib al-Makk.i 
attacks story-telling as a heretical innovation. 75 Despite the fact that there 
were a number of salaf and khalaf who criticised the story:-tellers and 
preachers, as Merlin L. Swartz says, it is· misleading to assume that these 
criticisms w ere directed against qu s sa s and wue az as such or against the 
qussas and wue az as a class. This was not the intention of this criticism. 
Men of this class were attacked only because they became so completely 
engrossed in qasas that they were distracted ftom the study of the Qur' an, 
hadith and fiq!ı. So it is safe to conclude that some of them contributed to 
the distribution of isra' iliyyat, especially those qussas al-kudya (indigent 
preachers) who u sed the8e materials in a shortened form; 76 whether their 
intentions were good or bad is not the issue. However there were always 
some knowledgeable people ıtmong them who confined themselves to the 
religious sciences and would have nothing to dowith the isra 'iliyyat. 

6. The Emergence of the Technical Term lsra' iliyyat 

Early Muslim scholars give the names of some of those who made ftee 
use of non~Islamic materials in Qur' anic interpretation. c Abd Allah b. 
0Abbas, Mujahid and Mıiqatil b. Sulayman are three of them. 77 Dawudi 
relates, 'Aman asked Nmash, 'why do men avoid the tafsir of Mujahid?' 
He answered, 'Because they think that. he used to ask the People of the 
Book. ' 78 Furthermore, it is said that because of his personal curiosity 
Mujahid went to Hadra-mawt to see the well of Hud.79 As for Muqatil, Abu 
Ha tim Muhanmıad Ibn Hayyan mentions that he was · taught by both Jews 
and Chiistians.80 Apart ti:'oın these reports, Haji Khalifa mei:ıtioıis Wahb's 
K it ab al-lsra 'iliyyat and states that 'he applied himself to transeri b ing the 
old works known as al-isra 'iliyyat. ' 81 Nevertheless, nowhere in the ancient 
sources do we tind evidence of the usage of the term isra 'iliyyaı and 
serious criticism of this type of exegesis. Khoury contirms that the word 
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isra 'iliyyat is never .mentioned in connection with Wahb in histarical 
writings.82 However, it is not difticult to tind some reference to Wahb's 
Kitab al-Isra 'iliyyat in later works. According to Kister, the tirst book 
entirely devoted to isra 'iliyyat, was compiled by Hammad b. Salama 
(d.l671783), Aklıhar-u Bani Isra'il, a contemporary of Ibn Ishaq; but ·· 
Kister has little to say about it. 83 In a recent article, however, R. Tottoli has 
contributed enormously to the study of the emergence of this term in Muslim 
writings. He mentions that Mascudi (d.345/956) was the fırst person to use 
the term isra 'iliyyat in his Muruj al-Dhahab, but not in the sense of a 
techııical term or as the title of a particnlar book. He adds that Mascudi 's 
use of this term has already been noted by Goldziher. 84 Regarding Ib n 
Murajja' s collection, Tottoli says that it is certain that Ibn Murajja cites 
directly from the book titled K it ab al-Isra 'iliyyat, which is related to 
traditions circulating under the name of W ahb Ib n Munabbih. 85 The present 
writer came across the attribution of Kitab al-Isra'iliyyat to Wahb ibn 
Munabbih in Abu Talib al-Makki's (d.387/996) Qut al-Qulub. 86 Two other 
important tigures who used thetermis ra' iliyyat are Ghazali (d.50511111) 
and Turtushi (d.520/1126). According to Tottoli, Turtushi seems to use a 
book of isra 'iliyyat as his direct source.87 However, none of these authors 
use isra'iliyyat as a technical term and th6ir references to it are far from 
critical. As Tottoli explains, their use of the term is not systematic; whether 
they use it to all u de to the title of a book or to designate the · corpus of 
tradition is not clear. 88 Finally, Tottoli mentions the Andalusian 
commentatar Abu Bakr lbn al-cArabi (d.543/1148), the pupil of Turtushi, 
who used the term in his tafs ir to detipe a kind ot' tr adition which w as 
regarded as unreliable tbr the exegete. It should be noted that apart from lbn 
aVArabi none of the above-mentioned Muslim scholars are commentators. 
Therefore lbn al-cArabi's Ahkanı al-Qur'an is extremely important for our 
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discussion. Tottoli gives four examples from Ibn al-cAı·abi 's exegesis; the 
fı_rst two probably imply the title of a book while the other two explicitly 
eriticise isra 'iliyyatreports. The following quotation shows the title: 

It is reportedin the isra 'iliyyat that Yahya (John) was asked when he 
was a child, 'Why do you not go and play?' In reply he said, 'I artı not 
created for play', ma khuliqtu li al-lılb. 89 

As regards Ibn al-cArabi 's criticism of isra 'iliyyat, Tottoli notes his 
statement concerning qasas al-qur' an: 'These Qur' ani c narratives are the 
most beautiful and reliable stories, while isra' iliyyat include groundless 
additions or misleading o.missions. '90 Although Ib n al-c Ar abi' s commentary 
only deals with legal verses this approach to the interpretation of the 
Qur' anic narrative is very original. He explicitly criticises this report. 
However, it. must be noted that because of his interpretation of a limited 
category of verses and restrictect use of is ra' iliyyat in his few comments on 
the Qur' anic narrative it is safe to conclude that his taj~· ir does not represent 
a · clear-cut approach to isra 'iliyyat. So the following questions remain 
valid: when did the isra 'iliyyat become a technical term in Muslim 
conınıentaries and when did Muslim conınıentators start seriously criticising 
these reports? 

These are two different questions and neither Muslim nor non-Muslim 
scholars have cöme to any agreement. · First of all it should be stated that 
there is a criticism of isra 'iliyyat ab initio. In order to show the· negative 
attitudes towards the use of isra 'iliyyat, the anecdote mentioned by 
Birkelaı~d in his work Old Muslim Opposition Against the Interp~etation of 
the Qur' an is worth noting: kana at-qasimu la yufassiru, yacni al-qur' an 
means, according to Birkeland, that neither Biblical ınaterial nor pagan Arab 
poems could be recognised as' a means of u nderstanding the Qur' an.91 

Despite some classical exegetes' critical approaches to these reports there are 
also a number of isra 'iliyyat which were used by Muslim conmıentators ab 
initio. Unfortunately, modern Muslim scholars do not pay enough attention 
to the technical origin and use of the term isra 'iliyyat and the amount of 
isra 'iliyyat reports in classical exegesis, instead they prei'er to give a 
number of isra 'iliyyat example..c;; in their evaluation of the classical 
commentaries. A few Western scholars, on the other hand, have placed great 
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emphasis on the usage of the technical term isra 'iliyyat. · Newby, for 
· instance, in his many writings about is ra' iliyyat, states that this term was in 
general use after the tirst Islarnic century, the period of the greatest activity 
in the calleetion of isra 1 iliyyat. These materlals, however, lost their 
popularity in the fallawing centuries due to the detinition of sımna by 
jurists.92 In other words, isra 1 iliyyat failed to meet the scholarly standard of 
this new approach to Qur'anic interpretation. Only the qisas genre has been 
a favourable soil for the continuation of these materials. As regards the 
Qur'an they no langer have solid ground on which to stand. Isra 1 iliyyat 
preserved in Tab ar i' s exegesis are the only remains of this kind.93 

A similar point of view may • be found in Abbot and Firestone. They 
reach the conclusion that the criticism of is ra 1 iliyyat began when Muslims 
established the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad.94 In addition, W. R. Taylor 
openly states that increased attention to hadith and fanatical hostility to the 
Jews and the Christians coincided with the establishment of Abbasid or 
orthodox Islam.95 So, according to Taylor, the Muslims r~jected not only 
these materials but also the non-Muslims themselves. A sirnilar opinion is 
held by Gui11aume.96 While the Western scholarship takes the Abbasid 
period as one of reaction against isra 1 iliyyat, Muslims accuse the People of 
the· Book of damaging Islam with isra 1 iliyyat reports because of their 
enrnity. Technically speaking, howeveı·, neither of them help in determining 
when the term isra 1 iliyyaı w as used and which exegetes paid considerable 
attention to these materials. 

Khoury, Johns and Calder have discussed whether Ibn Kathir was the 
tirst to introduce the term isra 1 iliyy~t tb sununarise material of this kind, 
although in practice he only uses the term when faced with narrative details 
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to which he objects.97 Johns' and Calder's constructive contribution. to the 
understanding of isra 'iliyyat cannot be denied: they fai~, however, 
inasmuch as they restrict this notion to the realm of theology and disregard 
pre-Ibn Katbir tafs ir works in general. What Ib n Katbir does is to place 
some limita?ons on these reports. He himself clarities the matter by stating 
that isra 'iliyyat are quoted li al-istishlıad (for supplementary attestation) 
not li al-{tidad (for full support.)98 The categories of isra 'iliyyat which Ibn 
Katbir proposed are stili in use. They are three in number: 

i. those which are known to be true because they are attested to in the 
Qur' aııic revelation 

ü. those whose falsehood is certified from the Qur' an 

ili. those which fal1 into neither of the other classes. 

lt should also be st~ted pıat Ibn Taymiyya, the mentor of Ibn Kathir, 
had used this techııical term in his brief introduction to the science of 
exegesis,99 but this does not mean that they were the first scholars to draw 
attention to isra 'iliyyat reports and eriticise them explicitly. Shahhata, 
quoting from Kawthari, states that Tut'i 100 (d.716/1316) discusses the use of 
isra'iliyyat in exegesisin his sman book al-'Iksir fi Qawacid al-Tafsir. 
Unfortunately, we have not had the opportuııity to see this book; however, 
on the basis of .Shahhata' s information it seerus likely that Tufi 's approach 
was apologetic. It is also important to note that he had an enormous 
iııfluence on Ib n Kathir. According to Tufi, classical exegetes cannot be 
blamed as long as they use is ra' iliyyat for explanation and not as absolute 
truth. 10~ It is also a pity that our inability to procure this book haş prevented 
us from making any comparison between it and Ibn Taymiyya's al
Muqaddimafi Usul al-Taj.dr: Tufi died before Ibn Taymiyya but we have 
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no evidence to decide whose work takes precedence. However, we know that 
Ibn Taymiyya and Tufi met in Damascus. 102 This secondary evidence leads . 
us to the conclusion that is ra' iliyyat were discussed in classical exegesis, 
even belbre Ibn Kathir, but we caıuıot claim to know the exegetes' attitude 
towards them. As we will see later, isra 'iliyyat repoı·ts have a Iong history. 
Their utilisation is testit1ed to with regret by Muslim scholars; however, 
these materials are still being used in many Muslim religious circles. The 
effect of these reports is more benet1cial than . that of soıne others, and 
therei'ore it is believed that the stories may be viewed as junud (warriors) of 
God. Dihlawi (d.l762 CE) accepts their iınportance: 'Qur' ani c narratives 
can be u nderstood easily only with the knowledge of these expansions. ' 103 

Obviously, the r~jection of isra 'iliyyat did not become a ınajor 

concerıı of Qur' anic exege..<>is until the reformist ınoveınent of the ·19ııı and 
ıoııı · centuries. This, of couı·se, was carried out under the. in:t1uence of 
histarical criticism as a result of intellectual links with Europe. 104 For 
instance, Muhaınınad cAbduh, Rashid Rida, Abu Rayya and cAisha 
cAbdurrahınan105 are generally considered foremost scholars among those 
who engaged in the debate about isra 'iliyyaı in modern times. They 
considered isra 'iliyyat alien ınaterial and very dangerous for Islam,. taking 
the view that the majority of these .reports consist of irrational ideas and 
traditions. The information given by Nettler shows that Rida and, i'ollowing 
him, Abu Rayya, que..c;tioned the reliability of the main ügures in the 
transmission of isra 'iliyyat. For instance,. Abu Rayya accused Ka cb of 
being a hypocrite and wrote an article under the title 'Kacb, the tirst Zionist' 

"' to show the link between Kacb and mai:ı.y conspiracie..<ı committed against 
early Muslims. Juynböll and Nettler provide detailed information about the..<>e 
main Hgures and their critics' arguınents, 106 however, most of these (Rida's 
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and Abu Rayya's) arguments seeın to be devoted to political discussion 
rather than scientitic investigation of the development of ·the notion of 
isra 'iliyyat in taj~·ir. It is also important to note that Muslim tradition has 
regarded these converts as reliable. 107 For these reasons the recent discussion 
does not help us very much in our analysis of the notioıı of isra 'iliyyat ·in 
the classical period. It should also be remembered that criticism of 
isra 'iliyyat is not limited to the reformist mavement During the last two , 
centuries there have been many Muslim scholars who in various places have 
pronounced their dissatisfaction with these reports in tafs ir. For instance, 
writing of developments in the Malay world, Johns points out that there is a 
serious move to simplify the exposition of the Qur' an, including reducing 
the number of isra 'iliyyat and qira 1 at. 108 

If we scrutinise the classkal comınentarie..ı; in their chronological order •' j, 
it will be seen that the notion of is ra' iliyyat is by no means static, but has 
undergone a substantial evolution. If Newby is right we should not be ab le to 
see any appreciable change after Tabaı·i, but it is well-known that many 
elaborated reports occur after Tabari in classkal commentarie..<;. 
Furthermore, if classical exegesis is compared with the qisas genre it will 
be seen that in many details they agree with each other, and sometimes one 
has what the other lacks in the narratian of many storie..<;, If the statement that 
the term was not:used before Ibn Kathir is right, what is the signit1cance of 
Abu Bakr Ib n al-c Arab i' s comment on the interpretation of the Qur'an with 
isra 1 iliyyat? In short, classical exege.ı;is doe..ı; not close the door to the..ı;e 

kinds of .reports; on the contrary, we observe countle..ı;s simHar materials in 
the post-Ibn Kathir period. Apart from a few exceptions, the attitude..ı; of 
classkal and post~classical exegetes to the..ı;e reports are essentially similar. 
So both approaches to isra 'iliyyat need to be rectH1ed. Moreover, when we 
consider the amount of these reports and the effort of some individuals to 
eliminate them from their comınentaı·ies · we tind that some of the above
mentioned proposals are not very convincing. Thus the · correct 
understanding of the technical use of this term requires the careful study of 
relevant issues together with coınprehensive coınpaı·isons among the 
dassical coınınentaı·ie..<;. 
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